concept: It seems that people have misunderstood the meaning of prison. An increasing number of people treat incarceration as a panacea to solve all the social problems, resulting in the overcrowding congestion of the prison in the United States and the increase of prison budget. Actually, completely powerful oppression in jail cannot solve any problem. Treating inmates with closed layout and serious violence would only increase their resentment and anger, eventually leading to a extremely high rates of recidivism. It seems that it comforts a part of the victims, but it also brings a heavy burden to the whole society, and ultimately it can not bring more benefit to the victims. In my view, prison is only a transfer station of finding the new direction of lives for the majority of ordinary prisoners. It might be incorrect for them to be merely and blindly disciplined and isolated. By these means, however, how could they be back to normal life after a long estrangement and alienation? So we attempt to build a community that is more similar to the normal one. Of course, it will have its own unique community culture, such as the surveillance and some of the behavior restraint. In this community, prisoners are free to walk, communicate, consult, look for their own interests, learn work skills, and be encouraged to have a vertical communication. The supervisor can also play a mixed role constituted by a surveillant, a consultant and a friend, participating in prisoners' daily life. This unseen flexible supervision is informed to the prisoners in a way of calling their attention. It requires more prison staffs, and maybe this new style of career could provide more employment opportunities.

High walls of prison: The existing prison use high walls to isolate world outside. The original vision limit attached to physical limit severely affects psychology and lives. The closure, isolation and repellency tend to be constantly intensified.

To lift the ground: borders are still tangible, but prisoners can overlook the horizon and magnificent sunset of Arizona from any vision. As if there are messages and hope to wait for their return from the distance.

Surveillance from above with a strong sense of oppression.

Reminders from ground: control the mass, density and gathering speed of pressure point via the sensors under the ground and connect the sensor with the LED light above ground. Using light to warn the potential mob.

Foucault’s Panopticon reduces the number of prison guards by keeping a distance between surveillants and inmates, besides intending to hide the surveillants. This approach was used for reference by many prison types afterwards, however, is considered utopia and lacking humanity.

Supervision by participation: the surveillants and individuals under supervision do activities together, making the monitoring not easy to be detected. This pattern may contribute to a new relationship and prison culture.

Fluctuation of ground: the ground has different altitude, therefore the supervision becomes more natural and inadvertent, which make it look like more a real community.